Fogbound? Use VISTIK

The New Money-Saving Thickener
That Reduces Spray Drift

VISTIK, a low-cost cellulose polymer is specially designed to reduce herbicide spray drift. It is an easy-to-handle free-flowing white powder that can be quickly mixed with a herbicide solution. After adding VISTIK, the applicator can begin to spray in 10 minutes or less! No need for special or expensive apparatus. The equipment you are now using can be employed more efficiently than ever!

See for yourself how effective VISTIK is in an actual spray test. The illustration at top left shows unthickened particles drifting wildly. At right, with VISTIK added to the solution, a pattern of tight, heavy drops falls where needed. VISTIK does not affect the potency of the herbicide, but simply thickens the water used as a carrier. Get further information about VISTIK — perhaps the most inexpensive spray control chemical currently available. Fill out the coupon below, and we will be happy to forward more data. Cellulose and Protein Products Department, Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington, Delaware 19899.

Please send more information on VISTIK for the reduction of spray drift.
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Applications for clearance of Vistik by State and Federal regulatory agencies are currently in progress.